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Company: SCALEWORKS SP Z O O

Location: Kraków

Category: computer-and-mathematical

Grassroots Carbon Public Benefit LLC offers reliable, fast, and flexible nature-based soil

carbon storage solutions to companies aiming to reduce their carbon footprint. We bring

together landowners who store carbon in their grassland’s soil with buyers willing to purchase

measured and independently certified soil carbon storage. Across America’s hundreds of

millions of acres of grazing lands, Grassroots Carbon pays ranchers and farmers to restore

soil health and for the measured increase in soil carbon.

Leading companies like Marathon Oil and Shopify trust Grassroots Carbon to help them to

reach their carbon reduction goals. Grassroots carbon has developed a rapidly growing

portfolio of companies interested in procuring carbon credits. Our rancher network covers over

6 million acres of US grasslands, enabling Grassroots Carbon to deliver millions of tons of

CO2 storage every year.

                                                            Mobile Developer

Requirements

Strong knowledge of Dart programming language and the Flutter framework

Experience in building complex UI in Flutter

Familiarity with state management approaches, especially BLoC
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Solid understanding of Clean Architecture, dependency injection, and reactive

programming

Knowledge of mobile design patterns and good programming practices

Hands-on experience with testing and debugging mobile applications

Experience with RESTful APIs, JSON, and relational databases

Proficiency in Git as a version control system

Driven to consistently improve code quality.

Nice to have:

Bachelor’s degree in Computer Science, Software Engineering, or related field

Minimum of 1 year of commercial working experience

Experience in publishing apps on App/Play Store

Familiarity with most of the third-party libraries used in a project: flutter_bloc, get_it,

injectable, dio, drift, flutter_secure_storage, build_runner, melos, flutter_map,

vector_map_tiles, latlong2, geolocator, mocktail, bloc_test

Experience in developing map features

Proficiency in profiling mobile applications

Responsibilities

We are seeking an Application Developer with a passion for learning and growth to join our

team in enhancing our ranch management software. This position is ideal for individuals who

are either skilled in software development or are eager to advance their knowledge in the

field. The successful candidate will be responsible for upgrading and expanding our

application to better assist clients in managing their pastures effectively. Involvement will

span the entire lifecycle of the application, including design, development, and continuous

improvement, ensuring our solution evolves with the needs of our users and the latest

technology trends.

Benefits



Comfortable office in the Market Square with a friendly atmosphere

Development fund of 3k PLN per year per head

Flexibility in choosing the type of contract

Paid holiday

Private healthcare

Sports card (Multisport)

Free English classes

Team building and socializing events

Udemy access etc.
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